Purple Certificate Program Hosts Özge Ertem

 Özge Ertem delivered a lecture titled “The Burden of Childhood” as the first speaker of the Purple Certificate Program, held on February 5. The lecture was followed by a panel discussion where participants reflected on the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on children’s well-being.

First Cycle of RESISTIRE Project is Completed

RESISTIRE is a two-year joint research and webinar series, including 61 lectures and webinars with over 10,000 attendees. The project aimed to explore the intersections of migration and environmental challenges, focusing on Turkey.

What Activities did we attend?

- **Purple Certificate Program**: The webinar series includes various topics related to migration, environment, and gender, conducted by scholars and practitioners from different fields.
- **SU Gender Website Launched**: The new website features an updated design with two new sections: Research and Training, offering more detailed information about SU Gender’s projects and activities.
- **Purple Certificate Awareness Training**: The training program focuses on gender awareness and discrimination at work, attracting a significant number of participants.
- **SU Gender Website Launched**: The website is designed to offer collections of publications, programs, and training, including SU Gender Blog, which is intended to provide a collection of historical information about the awards and March 8 events organized by SU Gender.
- **Frst Cycle of RESISTIRE Project s Completed**: The project has been completed, contributing to the understanding of gender perspectives in migration and environment.
- **Dr. Özge Ertem’s Lecture**: The lecture was held at the Purple Certificate Program, addressing the impact of childhood on individuals.
- **Columbia Global Centers Istanbul**: The organization held a webinar on slow memory, discussing transformative practices in times of uneven and accelerating social transformations.
- **Emrhan Denz Çeleb**: The workshop on leadership and memory studies was conducted by Emrhan Denz Çeleb, focusing on the importance of memory in leadership.

What’s for Next Month?

Purple Certificate Winter School in February

The Purple Certificate Program will host the 2022 Purple Certificate Program Winter School on February 15 and 12 with 110 lectures, and further collaboration will include joint meetings with the Migration Research Institute at Columbia University.

For detailed information, [click here](https://www.su-gender.org/).